CLEAN SOIL UPDATE
Clean Soil Guidance

- Clean Soil Guidance proposed through work of CMEAG
- Public Comment = Concerns raised
- Series of meetings for clarification on issues
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Original guidance – two parts

• Waste determination
• Definition of Clean Soil
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• Issues raised on details of waste determination
• Revised document includes single simple statement
  – Use Phase I type information to make determination
  – no details provided
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• Determination statement is in line with DOT’s standard process
• Still includes confirmation that sampling is not always required.
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• Still includes responsibility section
• Generator and receiver responsible if contamination results
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• Clean soil definition modified
• Originally included use of BTVs for 16 compounds
  – Only 4 compounds are common contaminants
    – Lead, arsenic, cadmium and barium
• Modified definition to specify use of BTVs for these four compounds
• For all other naturally occurring compounds, including ones with BTVs, use RCLs (Non Industrial DC and GW)
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Next steps

• Small subgroup to review – Volunteers?
• Meeting with WisDOT
• Meeting with WTBA
• Issue Guidance